



and the Risk-sharing Problem
??????? ?
We compare the value of patents licensed by the unit-royalty scheme
with that by the ¯xed-fee scheme in the case where the licensor and
the licensee face the risk-sharing problem under uncertainty of demand.
It is well known in the ¯eld that without the risk-sharing problem, the
¯xed-fee scheme is better o® for the patent holder than the unit-royalty
scheme. However, this result can be overturned when the risk-sharing
problem is taken into consideration: more concretely, when the licensee
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??????????????? P????? Q?????P (Q) = a¡ bQ?
????????????????????????? C ? C(Q) = cQ+ d





¼1(Q) = P (Q)Q¡ C(Q)
??????????? Q¤(a; b; c; d)?????????????????




?? Q¤(a; b; c; d) P (Q¤(a; b; c; d)) ¼1(Q¤(a; b; c; d))







???? cQ?????????????????? (c¡ ")Q???????
???????????? c??????????????????????
? c¡ "????????????" > 0????????????????









???? F > 0?????????????????????????? ¼0
?????????????????????????????? F????
????? 0?????????????????????????????





?? P (Q) = a¡ bQ?????????????????????????
?? a?????????? 1=2? a = A??? 1=2? a = A+ 1????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
8) ??????????????? drastic innovation?[Arrow, 1962] ??????????
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???????????µ 2 [0; 1)????µ ??????????????
????????µ = 0????????????????????????








(A; b; c; ") = (2; 1; 1; 0:5)
3 ??????
??????????????????????????????????
????????????? F > 0??????????????????
??????? (c¡ ")Q??????????????????? F ???






??????????C(Q) = (c ¡ ")Q+ F ??????????????











??????????????????C(Q) = cQ?????????? (1)
?????????? c = c?? d = 0?????????????????
? 1?????????????????????????????????
¼1(Q







E [u1 (¼1 (Q
¤ (a; b; c¡ "; F )))]¡ E [u1 (¼1 (Q¤ (a; b; c; 0)))] ¸ 0
??????????????????????????????????
??E ????????????????????????????????
?????F ?????????????? 1?????????? F ??
???????????????????????????????????
????F ???????????????? F ¤ ????????????
???????????????????? F · F ¤ ??????????
???????????????????????????????????
¼0 = F
¤ ?????????????????? F ¤ ¼ 0:3554????
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???????????????????? r > 0????????????
????????????? (c¡ ")Q?????????????????
?? rQ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????C(Q) = (c¡ "+ r)Q????????
??????? (1)?????????? c = c¡ "+ r ?? d = 0????
??????? 1???????????????????????????
??????????????????

















¤(a; b; c¡ "+ r; 0)))]¡ E[u1(¼1(Q¤(a; b; c; 0)))] ¸ 0
????8a 2 fA;A+1g; ¼1(Q¤(a; b; c¡"+r; 0)) ¸ ¼1(Q¤(a; b; c; 0)), r · "







rQ¤(a; b; c¡ "+ r; 0)??? s.t. r · "
?????????????????????????????????(a¡
c + " ¡ 2r)=2b = 0???????????r = (a ¡ c + ")=2??????







??????????????????????????? r · "?????
??????? r¤ = "???10)????????????????????
????????????????????
¼0 = r






10) ????? r ??????????r < (a¡ c+ ")=2 ?????????????????
??????
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??????????????
DU(µ) = E[u0(r
¤Q¤(a; b; c¡ "+ r¤; 0))]¡ E[u0(F ¤)]
= E















????????µ ??????????DU ????????? µ¤ ???
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????










11) ?????????????? DU ¼ ¡0:0052 ????
12) ?????????????? DU ¼ 0:0196 ????
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